
Moon Sign:
Your moon sign is how you process your emotions. It's

your habits, instincts, and deepest emotional needs. For
example, even though my Sun is Sagittarius, my moon
is also Sagittarius. Sagittarius are very optimistic and

tend to forget what they were even upset about. I'll cry
for 10 minutes and then laugh because I remembered

I'm too bomb and lovable to stress. Wipe your tears and
let's get food.

 

"Millionaires Don’t
Use Astrology,
Billionaires Do." 
- J.P Morgan

Sun Sign:
Your sign sign is your ego. It's your

basic identity and your
personality. For example, my

birthday is November 24, so my
sun sign is Sagittarius. I embody

fire, passion, and leadership. 

Rising Sign:
Your rising sign is basically your first impressions. It's
how people first perceive you. Have you ever brought
your friend around people and they say "Your friend is
really quiet," and your thinking, "That girl is not quiet,

she's mad loud." Well your friend might be a rising
cancer or scorpio. Water risings tend to be a little more

observant when first meeting people. I believe our
rising sign's traits are the challenges we have to

overcome in this lifetime. 

Fire: Sagittarius, Aries, and Leo

Earth: Virgo, Capricorn, and Taurus 

Water: Cancer, Pisces, and Scorpio 

Air: Libra, Gemini, and Aquarius

There are 4 elements in astrology: Fire, Earth, Water and Air.

Me being a Sagittarius, I can vouch that the fire signs have an enormous
passion for life. We are courageous, leaders, and can be a little impulsive. But
our energy is contagious! Adventure is our middle name because we can't sit
still. We like to keep things moving. Can you say INNER G? (energy) Literally.

  
Like Mother Earth, earth signs are grounded, solid, and reliable. Yes, these
signs are usually really stubborn BUT it's because since they are SO
responsible, they believe they know what's best for themselves and their
loved ones. Solid as a ROCK though. Literally. 

Water signs are the elements of the zodiac who teach us to be aware of others
emotions. They are usually very empathetic and creative. Just like fire signs,
water signs can be impulsive/passionate and less logical like earth and air
signs. They go with the flow. Literally.

The intellects of the zodiac. This isn't to say that the other signs are not
intellectual, but air signs are master critical thinkers who move through life
with the facts. I honestly find comfort in talking to air signs because they can
detach themselves from an issue and observe a situation with an open mind. 
 They can be a little TOO detached but that's because they want to make
calculated choices. Head in the clouds..getting air. Literally.

https://www.astrolada.com/birthchart-calculator/

ELEMENTS:

All you need is your birthday month and year for your sun
and moon sign. For your rising, you need your EXACT time

of birth and city.  Ready?

BIG 3

Be mindful, depending on
your chart, you can embody

more than one sign. For
instance, if you're a Libra with

alot of water in your chart,
you can embody water

energy as well. 


